
August 2011 MAAM General Meeting  

ArtBar, 5301 22nd Ave Kenosha, WI 53140 Tel: 262.960.6368 mobile 

• Raffle off tickets 
• Attendance 

7:25 pm 

Matt calls meeting to order: 

• Vote for new board member & the new member is Jeff Stevens 

Compilation CD 

• Aimee discusses sales are at Hattrix, TG’s, Artbar ,CD Warehouse and  Amazon 
there will be an editorial on CD. Kenosha Unified has a flyer about CD. She and 
Matt have anther interview schedule with 1050 am WLIP on the 10 of September 
the day before  the CD release at Brat Stop. 

• George Renner has boxes of CDs there are 30- CDs in each case you can pick up 
from him. 

• 2 stages main stage & beer garden, guitar am, bass rig, full drum set. 

Bi-laws 

• Janice is stepping in for Russ he has surgery scheduled for September 2nd. They 
are emailing each other the charter has to be set up before bank account. Aimee 
asked about donations from CD. We have to show bank what structure we have 
like our mission statement so every one knows what we are about a protection for 
everyone. Jeff is traveling right now. Bi-laws need to be in place before 
donations. 

Chad Kenebula.com 

• The calendar of posting events ended up turning into a group of bands. We 
represent each other .Recordings are done by Nick. 

• October 15, Mark Adkins 9 inch nails 90 min presentation, Record Labels 
seminar from point A,B, C. Speaker from 8-10 

• Cranium Fest 
• Contact Chad at 847-436-9676, Nick262-496-9197 kenebula@gmail.com 

Russ 

• Have Jimmy Pendleton head “Sharing Strings” it’s some thing he has already 
done they would be playing at event like elderly homes, children’s hospitals, 



every Tuesday any money would come to kids. Russ and Jim would be in charge. 
Jason votes Yes, and Russ also. Vote on “Sharing Strings” next week. 

Special guest: 

Steve Crucianelli plays with Paris Delane. He has a been a musician all his life been with 
George R. He started playing in 1973 and actually gave up on making it. He is working 
with people he has never thought he would ever. They are rehearsing maniacs before 
hitting the stage. He is working with big names, no issues, no egos, just musicians. HE 
was called out to write and play they made him feel comfortable. Mike F., Paul 
McCartney they have humbleness of professional musicians. “I’ve been a starving 
musician all my life eating with Jason” You make nothing even in the big city. He knows 
nothing about theory the drummer can play circles around the bass. They wanted a front 
man and him for that reason. Father was a bass player stopped because of 7 boys. His 
father told him, “You could make one note a make it interesting put heart & feel in 
music.” Steve love working hard to give the gift. Mediocre doesn’t’ take much.  3 or 4 
hours to set up for a 2 hr. show. Put on a show.  “Hard work” will put you up there and 
the better the pay off. Steve has always been dissatisfied. 

Every one claps 

Aimee wins raffle $34.00 puts back in the pot total of $270 (not sure if that is the total 
amount) 

Angie is collecting shoes at TG’s, Peace Tree, DeBergs, Coffee Pot, Alpaca Art & 
Andreas’ 

Meeting ends around 8:30 

 


